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CRITERION OF MAXIMIZING THE EXPECTED QUIETNESS
(INVARIANT BY HOMOTETHIES
IN RELATION TO THE UTILITIES) (*)
by M. A. G I L ALVAREZ (1)

Abstract. — In this article we consider the gênerai décision problem: we need information about
certain parameter space. For the problem resolution we can per for m some experiments or random
variables.
Ifwe cannot perform two random variables simultaneously, we must make a comparison between
them.
In the present papaer, we formule a criterion for the comparison of experiments, which take in
account the quietness that the knowledge of a performance provides about the parameter space.
Keywords: unquietness; quietness; décision problem; comparison of experiments.
Resumé. — Dans cet article nous considérons le problème général de la décision : on a besoin
d'information sur Vensemble des valeurs possibles de certain paramètre. Pour résoudre le problème
nous pouvons effectuer des observations sur quelques expérimentations ou variables aléatoires.
Si on ne peut pas observer deux variables aléatoires en même temps, on doit faire une comparaison
parmi ceux-là.
On trouvera dans cet article rétablissement d'un critère pour la comparaison des expérimentations
qui tient compte la quiétude que la connaissance d'une observation apporte sur l'ensemble des valeurs
du paramètre.
Mots clés : inquiétude; quiétude; problème de décision; comparaison des expérimentations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let (<f, 2£^ A, 0 ) be a gênerai décision problem, where ê is the experiments
space, Jf is the outeomes space, A is the actions space and, finally, 0 is the
state of nature space (or parameter space).
An experiment SE over 0 consists of a measurable space (X, s/) and a class
of distributions {&>&, 06 0 } over it. We will dénote this experiment by
&={X; s/;0>Q, 9 e 0 } .
From hère on, we will admit that there is an a priori distribution p(Q) over
a a-field 3F of 0 , absolutely continuous with respect to a certain measure a
over J^, and that for each experiment 3£ = {X; $$\ 0>Q, 0 e 0 } the conditioned
distributions 0>Q are absolutely continuous with respect to a certain a-finite
measure |i over 0 , where this class of distributions along with p (9) détermines
(*) Received April 1981.
(*) Departamento de Matematicas de la Facultad de Ciencias, Edificio de BiológicasGeológicas, Universidad de Oviedo, Espaîïa.
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a distribution over the measurable s p a c e ( 0 x 1 ; f x ^ ) . Finally, so that the
development of the subséquent study will be easier, we will assume that © and
X are euclid spaces with the Borel a-field and that a and \i are the
corresponding Lebesgue measures.
If over the space A x © the décision maker is able to build a positive utility
function u to evaluate the interest that the élection of an action bef ore a state
of nature has for him and to confront it with the interests of the remaining
pairs (action, state of nature), we can introducé the following notions:
1.1. By a% we designate the action of A such that:
-AUog1.2. Let 3C be an experiment over © and let us assume that % has been the
outeome of the performance of SC. We designate by a* the action of A such
that:

1.3. The "value of the expected quietness (invariant by homotethies in relation
to the utilities) which the experiment SC provides to the décision maker about
the parameter space 0 " may be defined by the espression:

if it exists.
The preceeding expression and the adoption of the actions a$ and a£ may
be interpreted and justified in terms of the unquietness measure propounded
in [6] and axiomatically characterized in [7]. So the former value can be
interpreted as the expected loss of unquietness that brings the knowledge of
the outeome for SC.
It is advisable to outline that the action ag is the Bayes action for the
distribution p (Ö) over © and the loss function:
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and aj is the Bayes action for the distribution p (Q/%) over © and the loss
function:
7

° /? Ui(n AYI
0 e/x [u ya, v)\

Note: When it is necessary for the existence problems of actions recently
defined, we may substitute min by inf.
aeA

ae A

Because the mentioned unquietness measure is invariant by homotethies, we
can infer that this measure makes the diversity of Utilities evident considering
the ratios between them or, as is done in such a function, the ratios between
each one of the utilities and their expected utility. In conséquence, so that
Jtfl* will measure with more effectiveness, it is advisable for the décision
maker to build the utility function paying attention to the ratios between the
values which he allocates to each two éléments of A x €>. If he does not do this
or does not know how he has built it, he could, nevertheless, apply the
criterion which we will go on to see eventhough in that circunstance the
obtained results would not be as coherent. Particularly, if the décision maker
established his utility function payin attention only to the différences between
each two of the values granted to the different pairs (action, state of nature)
he would get appréciable results if he assumed this criterion, previously
performing the variable change in the utility function given by v (a, 0) = 2"(a>e),
but the use of criterion propounded and studied in [8] in this case is more
operative.
2. CRITERION OF EXPECTED QUIETNESS (INVARIANT BY HOMOTETHIES IN
RELATION TO THE UTILITIES)

For the preceeding décision problem, we can say that the experiment SC
belonging to S is preferred to the experiment 9 belonging to 8 with the
criterion of expected quietness (invariant by homotethies in relation to the
utilities), and we will dénote it by SC £ 9, if and only if:
ƒ * * ( © ; SC; p(8)) ^ SW*{®\ 9; p(Q))9
and we say that SC and 9 are equivalent with this criterion, and it is
represented by SC - <Bf9 if and only if 3C % 9 and 9 £ SC, for which it is a
necessary and sufficient condition that:
0 ; af;/>(9)) =
vol. 16, n° 4, novembre 1982
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The définitions which we have just given only make sensé if the expressions
</<%*{&; SC\ p(Q)) (which we will write as J ^ * ( 0 ; SC) when the spécification
of the a priori distribution over 0 is not necessary) are well defined and the
different expectations which appear in it, exist. From hère on, we will admit
that we can apply the criterion to experiments with which we will deal.
Obviously, the experiments could also be compared in an absolute way and
with respect to the same characteristic which in this criterion, not making
référence to a concrete a priori distribution, but in such a situation we would
establish a partial preordering and for non-comparable experiments we would
have to use previously fixed distributions.
Finally and bef ore going on with the next section, we must outline the fact
that the définitions and same basic conclusions of other criteria for the
comparison of experiments with which we will relate the one that motivâtes
this paper are detailed in [5], and the analysis that we make has a similar
structure to which are developed there.

3. PROPERTIES

3.1. The relation > is a complete preordering.
In effect:
This relation is reflexive, transitive and a total order relation, as it can be
identified with the relation ^ over a subset of real numbers.
3.2. If Jf is the null experiment, Jf = {Y\ &\ MQ, 0 e 0 } such that M9 does not
depend on 0, whatever the experiment 3C over 0 may be, $£ > Jf.
In effect:
As Jf is the null experiment, the distribution % is independent of 0 and, in
conséquence, q (0/j>) is independent of y as well, whence whatever y may be the
action a* coïncides with a$. Thus, J ^ * ( 0 ; J^)^0.
But considering the définition 1.2 whatever % G X may be (where
u(ao*,0)

and this implies that:
/
. {log<fe/x [u(oj, 0)]} -fjy, {log«(oo*, 6)} ^ - ^ x , e

log

u(a*
x

^

6)

\
).
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As £*[u(at, 8)] = £x{£9it[u(a%,<3j\}, in virtue of the convexity of the
logarithmic function and because of Jensen's inequality, we have:
/
[u (at 0)] - ê x , e { log u (a*, 0)} è - ^ *, ^log

u(a* 6)

Then:

3.3. Let SCi and 9C2 be two experiments over © and let (9CU SC2) be the
compound experiment. Then, it can be verified that:

In effect:
. / * • ( © ; (ari,ar 2 ))=*, lXî el log

"(aï, ^-'e/xxxi^K,!,. 8)]

being the first addend ^ ^ ( 0 ; ^"i), and thus it will be enough to check the
non-negativity of the second addend to prove the present property.
By the définition for a%x X2 we may verify that:

[«W l , 0)]

^ „ [ u W l ï , 0)] J

and, since <^e/Xl [«(«£,, 0)] = ^x2/xi{^e/Xlx2«(^x1» 0)} m virtue of the convexity
of the logarithmic function and because of Jensen's inequality, whatever
may be:

log <f e/* , [u « , 0)] - ƒX2e/z, {log u (al, 0)}
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whence:

and, because of this, the expected value, with respect to x> of the last
expression will also be non-negative, In conséquence;

3.4. Let &{n) be an experiment corresponding to the simple random sample
of size n from SC. Then Vnef^l, n g; 1, it can be verified that:
#T(n+ 1) > SC(n).
In effect:
To prove it we will follow a reasoning similar to that expounded in 3.3, and
from it the proof is inmediate.
3.5. Let 9Cu &2 and SC3 be three experiments over 0 such that SC± ^ &3 for
all a priori distribution over €> and 3C2 independent of 9CX and ^*3. It can be^
verified, then, that for all a priori distribution:

In effect:
We will previously establish a supporting lemme.
3.5.1. Let <&i and ^ 2 be two independent experiments over @ and p(0) the
a priori distribution over this parameter space. If ( ^ i , ^ 2 ) is the compound
experiment, it can be verified that:
(^i, ^ 2 ) ; p (0)) = J^^* ( 0 ; 9X; p (0)) + ƒ,
Proof :
9t; p(Q))

If, having fixed an arbitrary yu we dénote by p' (0) the distribution over 0 ,
/>(0/.yi), the corresponding a posteriori distribution p'(0/y 2 ) will be in virtue
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of the independence between <&x and <3f29 p(fyy1y2), whence the associated
actions a j ' and a*2' will be, respectively, a*t and a*iy2, from where the second
addend of the last expression is precisely:

and with this the lemme has been proven.
Applying to preceeding lemme to the hypothesis of the property wich we
are working with, and for any distribution p (9) over ©:
; (Xu ar2); />(9))=ƒ*•(©; %2\
; (X3, X2); />(9))=J^*(0; X2;
But, as # \ > ^ 3 for all distribution over 0, fixed an arbitrary %2:
ƒ*•(©;

Xùp

we can infer in this way that:

whatever the distribution p (9) over 0 may be.
3.6. Let Xu &2> ^ 3 and #*4 be four experiments over 0 such that
&i ^ &2 and 5*3 ^ ^ 4 for all a priori distribution. If Xx is independent of
&3 and ^ 2 is independent of X*, we can verify that:

for all a priori distribution.
In effect:
If we define four experiments <Stu 92i <&3 and ^ 4 such that V9e0 it can
be verified that 9fi has the same distribution as Xi (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and &i is
independent of <3f3, ®J2 of ^4 and ^ 2 of ^ 3 , in virtue of the property 3.5, and
whatever the a priori distribution p (9) may be:
#3); /> (9)) = ƒ * • (0; (»!, * 3 ) ; P (9)) ^ ^ ^ * (©; (&2, W3); P(6))

3.7. Let ^* = {X; J3^; ^ e , 96 0} be an experiment over 0 and let
partition of Z by éléments of the a-field sé. If we consider the experiment
vol. 16, n° 4, novembre 1982
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%/={Y; @; ÊQ, 06 0} where Y^^i/ieN},
sets Su and such that:

â is the a-field generated by the

we can verify that & > <& for ail a priori distribution over 0.
In effect:
Let/?(9) be any distribution over 0 . Considering the définition 1.2, VzeN,
V x e <f Ï, it can be verified that:

whence:
<f e/* | log —U

J— > 0> (d%) ^ 0> (£i). Sw% {log u (a£., 0)} +
-

flog#e/ x [«(a| ?

Taking into account that:

f

1

and in virtue of the convexity of the logarithmic function and by Jensen's
inequality:
f

J,

f
6/X

1

U(Û*,

0)

|

^e/x [w ( Û * . 8)] J
-0>(£i). log{g %lët [u(al, 0)]} -0>(Sd. êWl

\log

I

M

^ /

}

l

A/^tw«, 0)]j

Adding in i along f^J and aggregating to both members of the last inequality,
the value:
_

f.

£* [«(^,9)]

= <r )'.9S lo g—nr^r~
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we obtain:
^;p (6)).

3,8. The expected quietness which a simple random sample SC{n) of an
experiment SC provides over the parameter space @ is always greater or equal
to the expected quietness which over this space pro vides a statistic $~ = ZF(9C{n))
of this sample. What is more, if 9~ is a sufficient statistic both values of
quietness coincide.
In effect:
Let /?(0) be any a priori distribution over €>. We will dénote by

for teU and by
Then, V t e U and

u

it can be verified that:
u(a*, 6)

[«(of, e)]J "

-'*

whence:

-t

As:

ft [u (a*, 0)] =

— - Sm [u (a?, 0)] » (dz)9 whatever t e R,

may be, in virtue of the convexity of the logarithmic function and by Jensen's
inequality:

I
- ^ (t). log <fe/, [ii (o?, 0)] = ^ (t).
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and, because of this, following a similar reasoning to the one of property 3.7,
we have:

Particularly, if ^ is a sufficient statistic of &in\ ^(t) = ^ e 0
(according to the bayesian définition for the sufficient statistic) should occur.
In this way, having fixed an arbitrary teR, if ze^t the action a* coincides
with the action af (a. s.). Thus, it is obvious that:

3.9. If Sf and ^ are two sufficient statistics of a simple random sample of size
n, &{n\ and of a simple random sample of size m, <^(m), respectively, we can
verify that 3£{n) > <&{m) if and only if Sf > ^y whatever the distribution over
the parameter space may be.
In effect:
Due to the former property, whatever the a priori distribution p (9) may be:

If an order relation is satisfied between the first members, in conséquence,
the same relation will be satisfied for the second members, and this proves the
enunciated resuit.
3.10. Let #* = {IR; P; ^ e , Ge0} an experiment over 0 , being p the Borel afield. If 3~ = 3T-(<%) and F is a strictly monotonie and derivable real mapping,
we can verify that:

whatever the distribution over 0 may be.
In effect:
Let Y=3~{U) be and let us consider the experiment ^ = {7; p; Je> 6 e 0 } .
Because $~ is strictly monotonie and derivable, there is a unique inverse
mapping h, which is strictly monotonie and derivable, and we can verify that:
VteY,
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and thus:
As h is strictly monotonie and derivable, it is obvious that |fc'(£)l #0,
whence:

Thus, and in virtue of the injectivity of the mappings h and 5" and for the
measurability of 3~, it is satisfied that 9~ = &"{%) is a sufficient statistic of a
simple random sample of size 1, 9£. Applying 3.8, we then obtain:

se
3.11. Let &={M; P; ^ 0 , Ge©} be an experiment and ^ = t(3£) such that t is
a continuous and bijective mapping from (IR, p) in (R, P), being p the Borel
a-field. Then, it can be verified that 9E ~ ^", whatever the a priori distribution
over 0 may be.
In effect:
Because t is continuous and bijective, there is an inverse mapping t" 1 which
is continuous and bijective as well, and this indicates that t and t'1 are
measurable, whence applying the property 3.8:
and
and this implies that 9~ ~ X.

4. FINAL OBSERVATIONS

The criterion which we have studied is clearly applicable to those situations
in which, in spite of unknowing the a priori distribution over we can dispose
of information about 0 , Jf(&)9 or punctual informations <ƒ ({6}), fte©, such
that from them we are able to build a probability distribution over 0 ([10] and
[9], respectively).
It is advisable to outline that from the criterion recently described and from
the criterion of maximizing Shannon's information [5], we can define different
mixed criterion as, for example, those which we will go on to describe:
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Mixed criterion of quietness and information: In this criterion we compare
two experiments in relation to the quietness they provide about the parameter
space and in the case that they coincide with respect to this characteristic, they
are confronted with respect to the information which they provide about this
space.
Mixed criterion of s-quietness and information: It consists on admiting that
the experiment is "better" than another one, if the différence between the
quietness which are brought over a parameter space by the first and the second
experiment is, at least, equal to a value e (positive constant previously fixed
by the décision maker, under which the différence between the quietnesses is
considered non-significant in relation with the possibility of comparing with
respect to information) and, in the case where this différence is inferior to e, if
the information that the first one provides about the parameter space is
greater than that of the second one.
A similar criterion to this last one can be established interchanging the
characteristics "quietness" and "information".
Finally, if we take into account the properties that go along with the criteria
which constitute the mixed criteria which we have just described, we can
conclude that these last ones also have the properties désirable in any criterion
for comparison of experiments.
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